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Report on the NSS activities conducted
April 2015 - March 2016
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Name of the activity
Wear Helmet Campaign by organizing competitions ,bike rally, street play,
Marathon

Date
7-4-2015
to
12-4-2015
Talk on Health and Hygiene at Sri Bhyraveshwara Govt Aided Rural High 19-6-2015
school , Doddanaravangala
World Environment Day and International Yoga Day celebrations
20-6-2015
Electrical ,Electronic components and computer parts awareness 23-6-2015
programme at Govt High School, Hethappanahatti (Sira Taluk)
Computer Education through Laptop at Govt Higher Primary School, 2-7-2015
Haralur
Computer Education through Laptop at Govt Higher Primary School, 24-7-2015
Bittanakurke
Electrical,Electronic components and computer parts awareness programme 31-7-2015
at Govt High School, Brahmasandra (Sira Taluk)
Computer Education through Laptop at Govt Higher Primary School, 6-8-2015
Hiretotlukere
Computer Education through Laptop at Govt Higher Primary School, 7-8-2015
Hiregundakallu
Health awareness rally, formation of human circle, distribution of health
related pamphlets to villagers at Beeranakallu
Community Computer Education through Laptop at Gollarahatti
Observation of National Unity Day
Computer Education through Laptop at Govt Higher Primary School,
Maskal
Electrical,Electronic components and computer parts awareness programme
at Govt High School, Honasigere
Electrical, Electronic components and computer parts awareness
programme at Seva Sadana Govt aided High School, Sri Chidambara
Ashrama, Gubbi
Electrical, Electronic components and computer parts awareness
programme at Govt High School, Maskal
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22-8-2015
20-9-2015
31-10-2015
29-12-2015
31-12-2015
4-1-2016

22-1-2016
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Swachcha Bharat Abhiyan at Maaramma Temple,Hethenahalli

23-1-2016

18

Health awareness rally, formation of human circle, distribution of health
related pamphlets to villagers at Aregujjanahalli
Blood Donation Camp( in Association with Indian Red Cross Scoiety)328
bottles of Blood was collected
Health awareness rally, formation of human circle, distribution of health
related pamphlets to villagers at Araluguppe
Swachcha Bharat Abhiyan at Sri Mahalakshmi Temple, Mallasandra palya

30-1-2016
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21

15-2-1016
20-2-2016
27-2-2016

B.S.Ravikiran
NSS Prog Coordinator

Observation of National Unity Day
31-10-2015
To commemorate the birth anniversary of Late Sardar Vallabhai Patel, National
Unity day was observed on 31-10-2015 in our Institute. Nearly 150 Students
participated in this event. B.S.Ravikiran,NSS Prog Coordinator,SSAHE welcomed
the gathering. Dr M.K.Veeraiah, Principal, Sri Siddhartha Institute of Technology,
Tumkur spoke on the importance of National Unity and the contributions of Sardar
Vallabhai Patel to the Nation. Sri Arjun Devaiah Olympian and Asiad Gold Medal
winner in Relay who is now motivational trainer was the Chief Guest. He
highlighted the freedom struggle made by Sardar Patelji. He stressed the need to
maintain unity, harmony and integrity of the country. Dr.K.B.Shivakumar
Placement and Training Officer also spoke on the occasion .Later the students and
Staff members were administered the National Unity Day pledge. A run for unity
for flagged off by Sri Arjun Devaiah. Prof H.S.Jayaramu, HOD Telcommunication
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Dept and Student Welfare Officer Prof T.R.Chandrashekar were present on this
occasion.
SWACHCHA BHARATH ABHIYAN
Report
Shramadan at Adishakthi Maaramma Temple, Hethenahalli (10 kms from Tumkur). 95
students took part in this activity. Swachcha Bharath pledge was administered to the NSS
volunteers.10 groups were formed. The temple premises and the roads leading to the
temple were cleaned .Later the NSS volunteers interacted with villagers and they stressed
the importance of cleanliness and hygiene in and around their living place and also
educated about hand washing before taking food daily.

Celebrations of International Yoga Day
and
World Environment Day

Report
National Service Scheme Unit in association with Sri Patanjali Yoga Shikshana Samiti and
Forest Department, Government of Karnataka celebrated International Yoga Day and World
Environment Day on 20-6-2015(Saturday).The function started at 10 AM with the chanting of
OMKARA mantra. Sri Puneeth.K Asst Professor, MED,SSIT who is also a Yoga teacher
welcomed the gathering and introduced the chief guests. All the dignitaries lighted the lamp
marking the inauguration of the function. Chief Guest of the function Sri Thyagaraju who is
practicing yoga from last 25 years highlighted the importance of yoga in the life. He spoke on
how UNO declared June 21st as International Yoga Day and the number of countries practicing
yoga. He acknowledged the contributions made by Sri BKS Iyengar to Yoga. He highlighted
how yoga will make a person hale and healthy. He also said that yoga and good environment will
go hand in hand. Sri Narasimhamurthy, Range Forest Officer, Forest Department, Government
of Karnataka spoke on the importance of planting tree saplings and the need to keep the
environment pollution free. Dr.M.Z.Kurian, Registrar, Sri Siddhartha University, Tumkur
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stressed the importance of Yoga in the present world. He said that if a person practices yoga
daily he can keep the doctors and medicines away. He also explained why many countries are
practicing yoga. Dr.M.K.Veeraiah, Principal, SSIT in his presidential speech spoke on the
benefits of yoga and adviced the audience to practice yoga. He explained how yoga will keep a
person fresh physically and mentally. Later there was a demonstration of Surya Namaskar and
few asanas by the yoga students who are practicing yoga from last 3 years. Sri Puneeth.K Asst
Professor, MED,SSIT who is also a Yoga teacher gave the introduction and explained the
benefits of each asana. Smt Mallika, Librarian proposed vote of thanks. Around 210 staff and
students participated in this function.
After the function nearly 100 tree saplings given by Forest Department, Government of
Karnataka was planted in the college campus by the dignitaries, staff and students. Sri
B.S.Ravikiran, NSS Programme Coordinator, SSU and NSS officers coordinated with organizers
for the successful organisation of the function. To conclude this function created huge impact on
the audience and made them to practice yoga.
Electrical ,Electronic components and computer parts awareness programme:
The high school students especially in rural areas will be studying science subject as a part of the
curriculum but they not seen any electrical and electronic components. NSS volunteers will
demonstrate the working of Ammeter,voltmeter,rheostat,multimeter etc. All rural high school
students have seen the computers and they have not seen the parts of a computer. The parts of a
computer will be demonstrated to the high school students.

Computer Education through Laptop:
NSS volunteers will tell how computers have evolved, parts of a computer, types of computer,
importance of computers in daily life. They will give the demo on various computer softwares
like MS word,Excel ,PPT,Paint brush and other features in the system. Then there will be hands
on experience where in school students will be given training on how to operate the laptop,
various softwares and internet.
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Community Computer Education through Laptop at
Observation of National Unity Day
Computer Education through Laptop at Govt Higher Primary School,
Electrical,Electronic components and computer parts awareness programme
at Govt High School,
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Swachcha Bharat Abhiyan at Maaramma Temple,Hethenahalli
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Health awareness rally, formation of human circle, distribution of health
related pamphlets to villagers at Aregujjanahalli
Blood Donation Camp( in Association with Indian Red Cross Scoiety)328
bottles of Blood was collected
Health awareness rally, formation of human circle, distribution of health
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Observation of National Unity Day
31-10-2015
To commemorate the birth anniversary of Late Sardar Vallabhai Patel, National
Unity day was observed on 31-10-2015 in our Institute. Nearly 150 Students
participated in this event. B.S.Ravikiran,NSS Prog Coordinator,SSAHE welcomed
the gathering. Dr M.K.Veeraiah, Principal, Sri Siddhartha Institute of Technology,
Tumkur spoke on the importance of National Unity and the contributions of Sardar
Vallabhai Patel to the Nation. Sri Arjun Devaiah Olympian and Asiad Gold Medal
winner in Relay who is now motivational trainer was the Chief Guest. He
highlighted the freedom struggle made by Sardar Patelji. He stressed the need to
maintain unity, harmony and integrity of the country. Dr.K.B.Shivakumar
Placement and Training Officer also spoke on the occasion .Later the students and
Staff members were administered the National Unity Day pledge. A run for unity
for flagged off by Sri Arjun Devaiah. Prof H.S.Jayaramu, HOD Telcommunication
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Dept and Student Welfare Officer Prof T.R.Chandrashekar were present on this
occasion.
SWACHCHA BHARATH ABHIYAN
Report
Shramadan at Adishakthi Maaramma Temple, Hethenahalli (10 kms from Tumkur). 95
students took part in this activity. Swachcha Bharath pledge was administered to the NSS
volunteers.10 groups were formed. The temple premises and the roads leading to the
temple were cleaned .Later the NSS volunteers interacted with villagers and they stressed
the importance of cleanliness and hygiene in and around their living place and also
educated about hand washing before taking food daily.
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